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ABSTRACT
A typical dynamic reconstruction-based super-resolution 
video involves three independent processes: registration, 
fusion and restoration. Fast video super-resolution systems 
apply translational motion compensation model for 
registration with low computational cost. Traditional motion 
compensation model assumes that the whole spectrum of 
pixels is consistent between frames. In reality, the low 
frequency component of pixels often varies significantly. We 
propose a translational motion compensation model via 
frequency classification for video super-resolution systems. 
A novel idea to implement motion compensation by 
combining the up-sampled current frame and the high 
frequency part of the previous frame through the SAD 
framework is presented. Experimental results show that the 
new motion compensation model via frequency classification 
has an advantage of 2dB gain on average over that of the 
traditional motion compensation model. The SR quality has 
0.25dB gain on average after the fusion process which is to 
minimize error by making use of the new motion 
compensated frame.  

Index Terms — Super-resolution, Dynamic video SR, 
new motion compensation, fusion 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Image super-resolution (SR) is well studied in the literature. 
Typical blind and non-blind image super-resolution 
algorithms can provide good quality results. In contrast, good 
quality always means high computational cost [1]. Video 
super-resolution can be considered as an extension of image 
SR by the incorporation of recursive estimation approach. 
Video SR aims at providing high quality resolution 
enhancement for videos. A fast and adaptive video super-
resolution algorithm is always desirable and is also the trend 
for future research.

According to [2], there are two groups of video SR 
algorithms: learning- and reconstruction-based. Learning-
based algorithms build a database of image pairs; each pair 
consists of low resolution and high resolution patches. The 
low resolution image is enhanced by applying the high 
resolution patches onto the low resolution image. 

Reconstruction-based algorithms make use of several input 
frames to reconstruct the high resolution image by 
registration, fusion and restoration processes. More details 
can refer to [3], [4].    

According to [5], video SR can also be classified as 
static and dynamic. Static SR does not make use of 
information from previously super-resolved frame, and thus 
cannot provide the temporal consistency of enlarged video. 
Dynamic SR like [6] and [7] are dependent of previously 
reconstructed frame. 

In this paper, we focus on fast dynamic reconstruction-
based video SR. For such type of fast algorithms, it is 
assumed that the previous frame is well reconstructed. The 
previously reconstructed frame acts only as a reference frame 
for motion estimation per block, such that the registration 
process becomes a motion compensation process. Due to the 
inaccuracy of motion compensation, the registration error 
could be large, except for purely translational motion.  

If the motion compensation accuracy is significantly 
increased, the registration error is decreased accordingly. In 
this paper, we propose a novel idea that the compensation 
accuracy can be increased by considering the high frequency 
components in previous reconstructed frame as the only 
compensated parts to be applied to the current up-sampled 
observed frame. In [8], Freeman, Jones and Pasztor 
confirmed the feasibility of frequency separation of image 
patches. [6] Bishop, Blake and Marthi further extended the 
idea into a dynamic video SR algorithm. We integrate the 
idea of frequency classification and motion compensation to 
form a new motion compensation model for use in typical 
dynamic SR framework. The most important part of our idea 
is that it avoids the significantly varying low frequency 
components of pixels between frames, such that registration 
error is only influenced by the high frequency components.     

In section 2, we will present our model and the SR 
framework. Experimental results in Section 3 show that the 
new translational motion compensation model obviously 
increases the objective and subjective quality of the motion 
compensated frame. With the new motion compensated 
frame, we are able to extend from two frames fusion to the 
three frames fusion. Experimental results show that three-
frame fusion can increase objective quality, compared with 
the two-frame fusion. Section 4 concludes the paper.
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2. ALGORITHM 
Typical fast dynamic Video SR Error minimization model 
can be represented as a modification of the typical image SR 
model by the incorporation of recursive estimation approach, 
as shown below: 

i
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where Ak-1zk-1 is the ith simulated current Low Resolution 
(LR) frame from the ith previously reconstructed High 
Resolution (HR) frame zk-1  and 

nzHFDHzA ikatmikcamikik . Hatm is the turbulence 
effect that is ignored due to its insignificance in value. Fk-i
is the warping operator. Hcam is the camera lens blur, for 
which its convolution operator is equal to 
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decimation operator. Let us consider a noiseless 
environment, therefore n as the noise term can be ignored. 
wk is the observed current LR frame. 

In this model, we aim at minimizing the registration 
error given a warping operator Fk-i. Let us just consider 
block-based approach with translational motion, due to the 
sake of simplicity and computational cost. In case of one 
previous reconstructed frame is used, i.e. i=1, the model is 
simplified to: 

kkkzR wzAz 11minarg                    (2)   

where nzHFDHzA katmkcamkk 1111 . It is assumed that 
wk=DHcamzgt, where zgt is ground true HR current frame. The 
corrected error model by considering the ignored Hatm
becomes: 

gtcamkkcamzR zDHzFDHz 11minarg     or

kkkcamzR wzFDHz 11minarg                     (3) 

We propose that traditional motion compensated frame, 
Fk-1zk-1, be replaced by  Fk-1zk-1(highfreq)+Uwk in this paper,  
such that the registration error is reduced. Hence the new 
error model becomes: 

kkkkcamzR wUwfreqhighzFDHz )).((minarg 11  (4) 

In order to further minimize the error function in (4), a 
fusion process is carried out, as shown in Section 2.3.
2.1. Frequency extraction and separation 
According to [6] and [8], a block of pixels containing full 
spectrum of frequency can be separated into high and low 
frequency components by low-passing filtering, down-
sampling and subtraction. Our approach making use of 
frequency extraction and separation bears some similarities 
with the approaches in [6] and [8]. However, they are 
different. First, our approach does not normalize the contrast 
of the low frequency and high frequency components due to 
our desire of using approximately consistent contrast 
between frames. Second, we use an optimal up-sample 
operator (Table 1), rather than the Cubic Spline as in [6] and 
[8]. Third, we use a camera lens blur as the low pass 
operator, which is different from the operator in [6]. 
Mathematically, our method is described below. The way to 

obtain the low frequency component zk-1(low.freq) from the 
previously reconstructed frame zk-1 as shown below: 

11 ).( kcamk zUDHfreqlowz                   (5) 
where D is the decimation operator and U is the up-sampling 
operator. Let us assume perfect separation of frequency 
components. The high frequency component zk-1(high.freq)
can be obtained by: 

).().( 111 freqlowzzfreqhighz kkk
          (6) 

We use the same decimation operator and camera lens blur as 
in Section 2, and lanczos4 as the U operator. Lanczos4 is the 
windowed Sinc function that will approximate closely the 
optimal re-sampling filter than any other linear methods. 
Again, lanczos4 is used as the up-sample operator U to 
obtain the up-sampled frame Uwk from observed input fr. wk.
2.2. New motion compensation 
Recall the traditional motion compensation of Fk-1zk-1, which 
is to be replaced by the new model, Fk-1zk-1(highfreq)+Uwk.
We will show that the new model is able to give less 
registration error compared with the traditional model.  

In this work, the block-based motion estimation without 
sub-pixel precision is used. This assumes translational 
motion activities only. A set of motion vectors, dblock, is 
obtained, one for each block, between the reference frame  zk-

1 and the up-sampled current frame Uwk making use of the 
SAD (Sum of absolute difference): 

blockd = SAD ( 1kz , kUw )                         (7) 
We consider a block size of 16x16 and a search window 

of 32x32. The SAD framework can be optimized using pixel 
decimation[9], with only a quarter of the pixels extracted for 
calculating sum of absolute difference. The motion vectors, 
dblock, are then used to define the addresses for motion 
compensation of high frequency blocks from the frame of 
high frequency components zk-1(highfreq) that we obtained 
earlier in(6):

kblockkkkk UwdfreqhighzUwfreqhighzF ))(.().( 111  (8) 
where Fk-1zk-1(highfreq)+Uwk is the motion compensated 
frame by combining the high frequency part of previous 
reconstructed frame and the up-sampled current frame. The 
registration process is then changed and registration error is 
only influenced by the high frequency components. For 
traditional full spectrum range of motion compensation: 

11 kk zF = )(1 blockk dz                          (9) 
The difference between the computational costs of 

obtaining Fk-1zk-1(highfreq)+Uwk and Fk-1zk-1 is negligible, 
since Fk-1zk-1(highfreq)+Uwk involves only one additional 
step (6). Moreover, we have investigated the optimal up-
sample operators U for our model. As shown in Table 1, 
using lanczos4 as U operator gives the highest PSNR of              
Fk-1zk-1(highfreq)+Uwk, and thus lanczos4 is chosen.  
Table 1 PSNR of new motion compensated frame using different 

up-sample operators U
Lanczos4 Edge-directed [7] Bilinear 

PSNR(dB) 25.76 25.29 24.78 
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2.3. Fusion process 
Fusion is a process to fuse several frames together, such that 
the overall error in (4) can be further minimized. Different 
from the fusion process in [7], the calculation of fusion 
coefficients in our approach is not done by training-set and is 
straightforward, rather than using AdaBoost classifier [10].  

Note that a three-frame fusion is better than a two-frame 
fusion because of additional information that the fusion 
model can make use of. Experimental results of the fusion 
are shown in Table 2. As shown in (10), there are three 
available frames we want to fuse together, they are the up-
sampled current frame, Uwk, the traditional motion 
compensated frame, Fk-1zk-1, and the new motion 
compensated frame, Fk-1zk-1(highfreq)+Uwk. The fusion 
equation for fusing three frames is as shown below: 

kkcamkkcam

kkkcam

zR wUwDHCoezFDHCoe
UwfreqhighzFDHCoe

z
3112

111 )).((
minarg

1Coe + 2Coe + 3Coe =1                       (10) 
and Coei is the fusion coefficient of ith fusing frame for   
(x,y)  wk. Coei are calculated by the normalization equation, 
as shown below: 
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where ei is squared error of ith fusing frame derived from: 
2

111 ))).((( kkkkcam wUwfreqhighzFDHe ;
2

112 )( kkkcam wzFDHe ; 2
3 )( kkcam wUwDHe    (12)       for 

(x,y)  wk. Each ei is added by 1 to avoid division by zero. 
Eventually, the calculated fusion coefficients Coei represent 
the weighting factors of four pixels in the HR grid for the ith 
fusing frame, such that: 

3,2,1
)2,2()2,2(

i
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for l,k=0,1 and (x,y)  wk. Hi represents the three fusing 
frames and zk is the final reconstructed current frame. To fuse 
two frames, the method is straightforward by considering one 
less component in (10), (11), (12) and (13), and i=1,2. Note 
that our approach can support infinite number of fusing 
frames theoretically.  

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The tests were run on an Intel 3G dual core system. Six video 
sequences of resolution 1280x720 were down-sampled and 
then up-sampled. The sequences include global and local 
motions, and are not constrained to translational motion. An 
initial estimation z0 is obtained by interpolation using 
lanczos4. The sequences are in YUV format. All the 
experiments were conducted using Y component only, except 
for Fig. 4. In this latter case, we processed the three channels 
of YUV format independently for displaying the color 

comparison. The computational times per frame of the 
Bilinear, Lanczos4, motion compensation and the proposed 
approach (including fusion, etc.) are, on average, 0.02s, 
0.05s, 2.8s and 3.1s respectively by using non-optimized 
C++ codes.

Let us verify that the new motion compensated frame, 
Fk-1zk-1(highfreq)+Uwk, is better than the traditional motion 
compensated frame, Fk-1zk-1. Brandi et al provided a 
comparable approach to motion compensation through 
frequency classification [12]. As shown in Table 2, the 
PSNR result of the new motion compensation model is on 
average 2dB higher than the traditional model and 1dB 
higher than the motion compensation method in [12]. As 
shown in the Ducks Take Off sequence (Fig.1), when the 
motion compensation accuracy decays, the PSNR of the 
traditional motion compensation decreases rapidly. In 
contrast, the PSNR of the new model is close to or even 
better than that of lanczos4. Fig 2 shows the analysis of the 
PSNR of sequence 1. Moreover, the absolute residual error 
of the new motion compensation model is obviously less than 
that of the old compensation model in Fig 3. These results 
agree to our new model which reduces the registration error 
under the assumption in Section 2. In conclusion, the 
subjective and objective qualities of the new motion 
compensation model are better than those of the traditional 
model.  

Let us show that the fusion process in Section 2.3 can 
reduce the overall error in (4), and thus increase the SR 
quality by making use of the new motion compensated 
frame. As shown in Table 2, the PSNR resulting from three 
frame fusion approach is on the average 0.25dB higher than 
those of the two frame fusion of lanczos4 and old motion 
compensated approach. This confirms the contribution of the 
new motion compensated frame to the SR quality after the 
fusion process. Note also that the PSNR resulting from three 
frame fusion is on the average 1.5dB and 3dB higher than 
that of Lanczos4 and Bilinear methods respectively, as 
shown in Table 2. The SR quality of the three frame fusion 
provides a sharper and more detailed picture than the 
Lanczos4 and Bilinear as shown in Fig 4. This agrees that the 
SR quality is better than the linear methods. 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have presented a new motion compensation 
model and a SR framework that effectively reduce the error 
in traditional model for super-resolution enhanced videos. 
The computational cost of the proposed method is moderate 
and is suitable for real-time and near real-time applications. 
80% of computational time goes to motion compensation. By 
further optimizing the motion compensation model, the 
computational time would possibly be reduced, which is a 
direction of our future work. Experimental results show that 
the subjective and objective qualities of the new model that is 
suitable for SR framework are better than that of the 
traditional model. The SR quality would further be improved 
if a more sophisticated fusion process is applied. Hence, a 
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future research direction is to look for a new fusion process 
that can further address the error minimization problem.  
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Table 2 Y-PSNR (dB) for various methods
Video Sequences 

Method 1 2 3 4 5 6 
(1)Bilinear 23.75 23.43 26.07 26.67 28.88 28.13
(2)Lanczos4 25.57 24.79 28.37 28.23 29.78 29.65
(3)Old Motion compen. 23.51 22.81 25.77 27.5 31.07 29.35
(4)New motion compen. 26.09 25.27 28.47 29.38 31.79 30.38
Motion compen. [12]  25.14 24.54 27.78 27.77 29.46 29.23
Fusion of (2) and (3) 26.34 25.45 29.15 29.83 32.41 31.06
Fusion of (2) and (4) 26.35 25.5 29.06 29.72 31.99 30.85
Fusion of (2), (3) and (4) 26.56 25.65 29.4 30.05 32.65 31.31
Max-Likelihood[11] on (3) 26.53 25.73 28.98 30.13 33.02 29.36
Max-Likelihood[11] on (4) 26.58 25.69 29.17 29.91 32.4 31.06

FIG.1: Y-PSNR(DB) OF SEQUENCE 3 (IN TABLE2)
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Fig.2: Y-PSNR(dB) of sequence 1 (in table2) 

Fig.3: Portions of absolute residual error. Above and below figures 
are the traditional and new motion compensated frames.

Fig.4: Portions of sequence 5. Left figure is Bilinear. Middle figure 
is Lanczos4. Right figure is SR-three-frame fusion.
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